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Abstract: In linewith the efforts to boost the discourse on teaching academicwriting andwrit-ing for publication, the report brings information on the cooperation with Dr. Dana L. Driscollfrom Indiana University of Pennsylvania and VSB-Technical University of Ostrava (VSB-TUO).Dr. Driscoll has cooperated with VSB-TUO for the past 4 years on teaching writing for publica-tion, teacher training, and evaluation of the PhD Academy (Doctoral School). The report alsooffers highlights from an interview with Dr. Driscoll of September 9, 2022, made during herstay at VSB-TUO.
Key words: writing to learn; writing for publication; writing centre; written assignments;teacher trainingAlena Kašpárková from VSB-Technical University of Ostrava (VSB-TUO) and DanaL. Driscoll from Indiana University of Pennsylvania (IUP) have worked together forthe past 4 years on a number of projects, and this year it was inally possible forDana to come in person to the Czech Republic. VSB-TUO hosted Dana betweenSeptember 5 and 9, 2022. During her stay she gave a series of workshops toPhD candidates and faculty on teaching writing and writing for publication, anda keynote at the InfoDay for the PhD Academy (Doctoral School).Dr. Dana Lynn Driscoll is a Professor of En-glish and the Director of the Jones White Writ-ing Center at Indiana University of Pennsylva-nia in the United States. She teaches writing forpublication, research methods, teaching writing,and learning development in the Doctoral Pro-gram in Composition and Applied Linguistics atIUP and also offers extensive undergraduate andgraduate-level writing support to students acrossthe disciplines at the IUP Writing Center. Shehas offered numerous keynotes and workshopsglobally and has published over 35 articles onlearning theory, teaching writing, writing devel-opment, writing centers, writing for publication,and writing expertise. She currently co-edits the open-source textbook seriesWrit-
ing Spaces (reaching millions of students each year) and, while at Purdue Uni-
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versity, she ran the world-famous Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL), one of thelargest and oldest writing-related web resources in the world.VSB-TUO invited Dana based on her expertise and the fact she has been studyingand supporting writing in the context of learning transfer. For the past 3 years,VSB-TUO has offered a two-semester course Writing for Publication to PhD candi-dates. To train teachers for this course, Alena Kašpárková from VSB-TUO, KamilaEtchegoyen Rosolová from the Czech Language Institute with the Czech Academyof Sciences, and Dana L. Driscoll from IUP have designed and run a course called
Writing for Publication: Teacher Training. However, at VSB-TUO we believe thatbesides supporting writing for publication during graduate studies, it is crucialto support academic writing during undergraduate studies. Therefore, during herstay, we asked Dana to primarily focus on strategies to support the teaching ofacademic writing.The week began with a three-day Writing to Learn workshop where DanaL. Driscoll taught undergraduate faculty (i.e. academic staff who teach under-graduate students) in technical disciplines why teaching writing matters, keyaspects of understanding writing and learning to write, best practices for as-signment design and assessment, and how to effectively support writers’ pro-cesses through feedback and revision. The scaffolded workshops were highlyinteractive, and the faculty had the chance to discuss the material, re lect ontheir own teaching, and create course materials that they could directly use intheir classrooms. The following one-day workshop Writing for Publication of-fered key strategies for successful writing for publication. As faculty and doctoralcandidates routinely struggle with inding time to write and making progresson writing for publication, the workshop offered research-supported strategiesfor writing for publication, including exploring barriers to writing productivityand how to overcome these barriers. The attendees explored successful mod-els for writing success including scheduling writing time, goal setting, writ-ing groups, fostering positive dispositions, writing and revision strategies, andaddressing setbacks and failure. Through this workshop, the attendees devel-oped a writing plan for a project they were currently working on. Finally, thekeynote “Writing Your Way into Your Discipline: How Learning to Write Cre-
ates Expertise” at PhD Academy InfoDay (https://www.vsb.cz/veda/en/news-detail/?reportId=44137&linkBack=%2Fveda%2Fen%2Findex.html) articulated theimportance of writing to scienti ic disciplines and demonstrated why writing ex-pertise was closely linked to becoming an expert in one’s discipline and supportedprofessional identity formation.Alena Kašpárková (in the interview referred to as AK) interviewed Dana L. Driscoll(in the interview referred to as DD) about her expertise, her research, the need tosupport the teaching of communication and writing in higher education, and her
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short experience in the Czech Republic. This text offers the highlights related tothe workshops from a much longer interview, a short version of which in Czechwas published at Vědavýzkum.cz.
Writing to Learn

AK: “Let’s start with a general question. Why is it important to teach and support
writing even at a technical university?”DD: “I would argue it’s more important to support and teach writing there, per-haps even more than in some other places. I think there’s a lot of reasons forthis. I think the irst is social, in the sense that one of the problems that wehave seen in increasing amounts in the last 10 or 15 years is that scientistsand those working in technical ields have an inability to communicate with thegeneral public. We have a great distrust of science. I think that this is happeningthroughout the western world, which makes it more dif icult for us to address realsocial problems, like global pandemics or climate change, major issues that we areexperiencing. So, the people who are moving into technical ields in the future,our current students, really need to learn how to communicate with their fellowcitizens, with the world around them. Because the failure to do so means that itdoesn’t matter how much good knowledge we have within a ield, that knowl-edge is not necessarily being used to solve social problems, because we have somany. I think that’s really important. The second reason is that in an increasinglyglobal workplace learning how to communicate effectively is about how you arebecoming a functional professional. That’s part of how we accomplish our goalsas professionals. We also know from global data. If you can point to one thingthat employers say that graduating students need more of, it’s communication
skills, it’s reading, it’s writing, it’s public speaking and these skills aren’t alwaysemphasized. And yet, this is what we know people lack when they get into the jobmarket. I think for these reasons it’s really important for students to learn howto write effectively and really invest the time and doing it well.”
AK: “The teaching of writing is far ahead in the US when compared to other countries.
What are themost important lessons to learn, either in academic writing or writing for
publication?”DD: “I’m going to take these questions separately. I think that the reason thatteaching writing is far ahead in the US is that we’ve had a lot of PhD programsand a lot of research being done. We have a set of best practices that are research-supported, which is really a lot of what I was presenting here. In terms of aca-demic writing, especially for thinking about academic writing at the undergrad-uate level and for multilingual writers, so people who are writing in multiplelanguages, people who are writing in English whose irst language is not English,
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I think it’s really important that they recognize that writing is more than justpunctuation and grammar. We have a tendency to pay attention to those thingsand those things are really important. They impact how others view you. Theyimpact what we would call your credibility as a writer, but we consider those tobe sort of what you work on at the end of your project. So, when we start to thinkabout writing project, the things that are really important are what is your pur-
pose for writing, what are you trying to get/accomplish, who is the audience foryour writing, or the expectations that the audience has for you. Do they expectyou to use technical language? Are they the general public? Maybe, they don’t havea technical background. What are the length requirements? What is the genre?What are the features or the expectations of that genre? Should you use reallylong sentences, or really short sentences? What is the organizational structure?What is the context in which you’re writing? Are you writing this in the class, areyou writing this as a professional trying to win a bid, as an engineering irm, areyou writing a letter to your local representative? You really need to think aboutthe situation. This is called the rhetorical situation, the situation in which youwrite and from there you igure out what you want to write. Eventually, you workon the polishing of the language.”
AK: “You were giving a series of workshops on Writing to Learn. Can you explain the
issues behind this notion?”DD: “Writing to Learn is a concept that has been very well documented, and wellresearched in the ield of writing studies. Writing to Learn basically means thatwhen you sit down to write and I’m talking about writing an article or a grantor an undergraduate research paper (something that requires engagement), youthink you know what you’re doing and then you sit down to write and then yourealize how much you have to learn. We have 60–70 years of research demon-strating this. This is one of the most enduring concepts in our ield. We recognizethat when you sit down to write, you actually learn through the process of doingit. It deepens your understanding; it shows you the things you don’t yet know.It’s much harder to write something out to communicate it than it is just to thinkabout it. So, it is essentially through the act of writing, it’s part of how we buildhuman knowledge. It’s an incredibly powerful tool for doing that. In our work-shop series, where we were working with various faculty to learn how to teachwriting, that was one of the three focuses that we talked about. The other twowere writing to build a professional expertise, understand disciplinary methods,where many writing processes, like writing a research article or a lab report, alsoteach you the ways of thinking in a discipline. And, the third piece we talkedabout in that workshop was that writing helps our students develop a sense
of professional identity, ethics and can really help them address what we call“wicked problems” or really dif icult problems to solve.”
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Writing for Publication

AK: “This was academic writing. Is there any difference with Writing for Publication?”DD: “As for Writing for Publication, I think that everything I just said applies forwriting for publication but there are some key challenges that particularly newfaculty that are new to writing for publication and graduate students face that arenot necessarily present in general academic writing, particularly iguring out howto build a relationship between yourself and the speci ic study that you’re doingand the body of previous knowledge. Not only how to do that, but why to do thatis really important. I think that that’s something that people don’t get. They sortof have a very narrow view of “I need to write this article”, here is the study thatI’ve done, but really journal reviewers and practitioners in the ield, they want tosee how this work its with this broader body of knowledge that we are all co-creating. I would say that is a perpetual real dif icult thing to do that requiresa lot of skill and attention. It also requires a lot of revision. I think the othermajor thing that is really different about writing for publication is again going tothis idea that we’re building human knowledge. What are the major contributionsof the study? So, what are the implications? How do they build our professionalpractice? How do they build our knowledge?And, the inal thing I’ll say about academic writing and writing for publicationand writing in general is the value of revision. A lot of us, and you know we’reall guilty of this when you’re younger in school, you just want to write this, getthis done. So, you write your assignment as fast as you can, turn it in, and that’sthat. The thing is a lot of the deep learning, thinking, and the professionalizinghappens when you take the time to revise. Rather than just writing somethingat the last minute and turning it in, it is about creating a process of writing foryourself that includes time for revision, which is anything from getting feedbackon it to stepping away for a few days and coming back later to just sort of reallyreading it carefully and rethinking. Revising your work on a larger level is anotherpart and that to a real extent is the difference between somebody who is maybea very successful writer and one that isn’t.”
AK: “Writing is not only about writing but there are many skills hidden under this
umbrella.”DD: “Yeah, this is actually something we talked a lot about in the workshops thisweek and the Writing for Publication workshop. Half of the workshop was ded-icated to how to write for publication and all of the elements of it, and half ofthe workshop was dedicated to how to be a good writer, which included thingslike developing a strong sense of project management, time management, goalsetting. So, there’s a whole set of skills when you learn how to write and you
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learn how to manage your time, you’re learning how to be a professional, settinggoals for yourself, meeting those goals, managing your time, understanding howto communicate with others. These are basic one-on-one skills of a professionalworkplace and those are all related. When you learn to write, you are learninga whole set of skills, in addition to writing.”
AK: “And, also there is a dimension of journals and communicating with the reviewers,
editors and the ield.”DD: “This goes back to revision. The work is not complete until it’s published.This idea that we send out an article for publication and we are going to receiveoftentimes a great deal of feedback is dif icult and challenging. This really asks usto question our basic assumptions that we went into the study with, and the needto engage in a very serious and structured revision process so that we can addressthis feedback, so that we can improve that writing and the thinking behind thatwriting is really important. And, again that’s the difference between somebodywho’s successful or not.”
AK: “How were the participants responding to the ideas?”DD: “We had two different groups of participants. The faculty that took part in thethree-day workshop at the beginning of the week, I think they responded reallypositively. Many of them created assignments. The whole goal was that they couldcreate an assignment for one of their classes, and not just the assignment. Theywould understand how to integrate this assignment, how to teach it, the differenthomework assignments or activities that would help students prepare to writeit, and then students would write that assignment. We also talked about how toprovide feedback and assessment in the three days. It was about the entirety ofstart to inish with the assignment. I expect that they’ll be many new writingassignments on campus, which will greatly bene it students.In the Writing for Publication workshop we had a mixed group of graduate stu-dents and faculty. I also think that was very well received. In part because I thinkeveryone expected to have the second-half of the workshop which was about howthey write for publication, what are the strategies, but we also did a lot with howdo I become a professional writer? How do I cultivate a writing practice so thatI can continue to be productive and proli ic? How can I work on not just onepublication, but a series of publications? And how can I build this into who I amas a scholar or as a graduate student? I think that kind of time management andproject management are particularly useful. There’s a lot of good research on it,but a lot of that just doesn’t end up being discussed. We talked about writing forpublication and people think of it as how do I write an article, not how do I setthe conditions up for myself so that I am the best at writing this article.”
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AK: “I can say the ideas really resonated with the participants. I could hear that they
were feeling motivated to think more about goal setting and time management.”Workshop participants not only from VSB-TUO and the Czech Language Institutewith the Czech Academy of Sciences found the workshops highly useful. For moredetails, see workshop participants’ feedback at https://www.vsb.cz/veda/cs/detail-novinky/?reportId=44298&linkBack=%2Fveda%2Fcs%2Findex.html.
Writing for Publication: Teacher training

AK: “In cooperation with our university and the Czech Language Institute, we have de-
signed aWriting for Publication: Teacher Training. In what way is this course unique?”DD: “Getting back to how doctoral education works, and not just here in Czech,I mean globally, most people who get a PhD are heavily immersed in the contentof their discipline. But a person with a PhD that’s moving into being a facultymember may never have had a course on how to teach anything, much less teachwriting, which is a really specialized thing. I know this because I talk to themevery day. They ind themselves at a loss as to: How do I supervise dissertations?How do I help my students navigate this very complex landscape of publication?Even if they themselves are very successful at publication, a lot of what they havedone is internalized. They’ve essentially done it like most of us through trial anderror. You just make enough mistakes, you get enough rejections that you igureout what not to do and then you learn how to do it. But it doesn’t mean thatyou’re prepared to teach students how to do that. And, there’s actually a lot ofgood research and good information on pedagogy about how to effectively teachstudents. So, for example, something like feedback practices. You can provide feed-back that really helps a student along or you can provide feedback that shuts themdown. It’s not even what you say, it’s how you say it. There’s a lot of informationin that course that a graduate faculty member would not have access to becauseI almost guarantee that they did not have this as part of their training. We see thiscourse as a way to supplement and extend the work that they’re already doingand provide them with a large set of new tools for them to be more effective,for them to be more ef icient with their time, and for them to help their studentsbetter. I think it’s a really wonderful offering. I think it’s really unique and I’mreally, really happy to have been able to work on that and continue to offer it.”For more information about the Writing for Publication: Teacher Training seethe course description at http://cap.avcr.cz/en/academic-writing-course/teacher-training-en/.In conclusion, VSB-TUO and Dr. Driscoll have agreed to take their coopera-tion further each year. All the workshop attendees are looking forward to Dana
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L. Driscoll’s next stay in 2023 and her forthcoming articles and book on writingfor publication.
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